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Prevalence of AF stratified by age and sex in published 
studies since 1991

Hanon O et al. Archives of Cardiovasc Dis 2013

70% of AF patients are aged 
75 years or above 

Incidence rate of AF per 1000 by 
age-group and year of diagnosis 

Lane DA et al. JAHA 2017



Recommendations Class Level

For stroke prevention in AF patients who are eligible for OAC, NOACs are recommended in 

preference to VKAs 

(excluding patients with mechanical heart valves or moderate-to-severe mitral stenosis) I A

In patients on VKAs with low time in INR therapeutic range (e.g. TTR<70%), recommended 

options are:

• Switching to a NOAC but ensuring good adherence and persistence with therapy; or I B

• Efforts to improve TTR (e.g. education/counselling and more frequent INR checks) IIa B

IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE



Older patients in the trials had similar benefit in stroke reduction on 
a DOAC when compared with warfarin

Ruff CT et al. Lancet 2014

Stroke/systemic embolism

Major bleeding

Meta-analysis of all 71 683 participants included in the RE-LY, ROCKET AF, ARISTOTLE, and 

ENGAGE AF–TIMI 48 trials. These trials included 22,283 patients aged ≥75, which represented 38% of 

the overall population. 

NO AGE INTERACTION



Efficacy and safety outcomes in patients ≥ 75 years from sub-
analysis of Phase III RCTs on DOACs.

Bo M et al. Eur J Int Med 2017



Effect of New Oral Anticoagulants on Prescribing Practices for Atrial 
Fibrillation in Older Adults 

Fohtung RB  et al. J Am Ger Soc. 2017

Retrospective observational cohort study, patients age ≥75 years with AF admitted from 2010 September

2015 (N=6568, 50% female).

45%



Risk of stroke increased with age more than risk of bleeding: absolute 
benefit of OAC was highest in very elderly patients

Patti G  et al. JAHA 2017

A Sub‐Analysis From the PREFER in AF registry (n=6412 patients): age-related outcomes in patients years 
receiving or no OAC.



Hughey AB et al. Journal of Thrombosis and Thrombolysis 2018

Older subjects enrolled in DOACs RCTs might not be not fully 
representative of real world patients. 

Comparison between the inclusion and exclusion criteria from RE-LY, ROCKET-AF, and ARISTOTLE against data from the

Michigan Anticoagulation Quality Improvement Initiative (MAQI2), a regional network of six community- and academic-based

anticoagulation clinics.

The most common reasons for exclusion from one or more trial were anemia (15.1%), other concurrent medications (11.2%), and 

chronic kidney disease (9.4%). Patients with severe comorbidities, reduced life expectancy, potentially interacting drugs, and mild-

to-moderate blood work abnormalities were systematically excluded from phase III DOACs trials

Trial-eligible MAQI2 patients were older, more frequently female, with a higher rate of paroxysmal AF, and lower rates of

congestive heart failure, previous stroke, and previous myocardial infarction than the trial populations.



Two-year outcomes of more than 30 000 elderly (≥ 75 years) patients 
with AF: results from the All Nippon AF In the Elderly (ANAFIE) Registry 

Yamashita T S et al. J EHJ- Quaol Care Clin Out 2021

Multicenter, prospective, observational study including elderly NVAF patients in Japan



Comparisons between DOAC and Warfarin among older (>80 years) AF 
Patients: subgroup analysis of the ARISTOPHANES study

Deitelzweig S et al. J Am Geriatr Soc 2019

Retrospective observational study, 88582 very old (aged ≥80 y) AF patients newly initiating apixaban, dabigatran,

rivaroxaban, or warfarin from 2013 to 2015. In each database, six 1:1 propensity score matched (PSM) cohorts were

created for each drug comparison.



Comparisons between DOAC among older (>80 years) AF patients: 
subgroup analysis of the ARISTOPHANES study

Deitelzweig S et al. J Am Geriatr Soc 2019



Comparative Stroke, Bleeding, and Mortality Risks in Older Medicare 
Patients Treated with Oral Anticoagulants for AF

Graham DJ et al. Am J Med 2019

Retrospective new-user cohort study of patients with AF enrolled in US Medicare who initiated warfarin 

(n = 183318), or a standard dose of dabigatran (n = 86198), rivaroxaban (n = 106389), or apixaban (n = 73039) 

between October 2010 and September 2015.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/cohort-analysis
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/dabigatran
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/rivaroxaban
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/apixaban


OAC in very elderly (≥90 years) patients with AF
The National Health Insurance Research Database in Taiwan 

Chao T et al. Circulation 2018

Popensity-matched analysis on n=1746 AF patients

Warfarin (n=768)

NOACs (n=978)



Efficacy and Safety of Direct Oral Anticoagulants in 28137 Elderly 
Patients (≥75 years) with Atrial Fibrillation: A Network Meta-Analysis 

Deng K et al. Frontiers in Medicine 2021

Rank plot of interventions in efficacy Rank plot of interventions in safety



Low-Dose Edoxaban in Very Elderly Patients 
with Atrial Fibrillation ELDERCAREAF 

Okumura K et al. N Engl J Med 2020

4.4%/year absolute risk reduction Increase 1.5%/year

Japanese patients with AF (age ≥80 years)



The NCB for OAC declines with advanced age due to competing risk for 
bleeding and death but is maintained longer for NOACs than VKAs

Saha SJ et al. Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes 2021

14946 AF elderly (≥75 years) patients in the Anticoagulation and 

Risk Factors in Atrial Fibrillation Cardiovascular Research Network 

cohort

Warfarin Apixaban



Steffel J et al. Europace 2021

NOAC use in frail patients: the ‘Canadian Study of Health and Aging’ (CHSA) Clinical Frailty Scale, based on comprehensive geriatric assessment including structured interview 

(http://www.csha.ca and Ref.338). The decision to anticoagulate frail patients depends on multiple aspects (see text for details). While fit or mild frailty per se generally does not pose a problem 

(green), severe frailty and terminal illness typically indicate a contraindication to anticoagulation (red).



Frailty and cognitive impairment are associated with greater mortality 
and underuse of OAC, but the benefits of OAC are maintained

Madhavan M  et al. Am Heart J 2019

Outcomes Registry for Better Informed Care

in AF (ORBIT AF) 9749 patients with AF

cognitive impairment and frailty was

identified in 293 (3.0%) and 575 (5.9%)

patients respectively.

At multivariate analysis, there was no

interaction between OAC use and cognitive

impairment or frailty in their associations with

mortality, major bleeding and a composite

end point of stroke, non-central nervous

system systemic embolism, TIA, myocardial

infarction or cardiovascular death.



Rivaroxaban vs Warfarin

Efficacy and Safety of DOAC compared to Warfarin in AF frail elderly 
patients: insights from the ARISTOPHANES study

Lip GYH et al. J Internal Med 2021

Retrospective

observational study

150487 frail elderly

patients with AF;

23.8% apixaban, 6.2%

dabigatran, 28.1%

rivaroxaban, and

42.0% warfarin; Frailty

was defined with an

algorithm based on the

most commonly used

Fried phenotype for

frailty

Apixaban vs Warfarin

Stroke

and SE

Dabigatran vs Warfarin

Major 

Bleeding



Frailty and Clinical Outcomes of Direct Oral Anticoagulants Versus 
Warfarin in Older Adults With Atrial Fibrillation

Kim DH et al. Ann Intern Med 2021

Retrospective observational study using Medicare data, identification of 3 PS-matched new-user cohorts for

dabigatran (n= 81863) versus warfarin (n= 256722), rivaroxaban (n= 185011) versus warfarin (n= 228028), and

apixaban (n= 222 478) versus warfarin (n = 206 031). Frailty was measured using a validated claims-based Frailty

index, which estimates a deficit-accumulation frailty index (range, 0 to 1) using 93 variables.

Composite end point of death, ischemic stroke, or major bleeding.
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Take home message

Efficacy

Stroke and SE
Safety

Bleeding
AGE

Polypharmacy Comorbidities

Disabilities Cognitive impairment

Risk of falls Low Social Support

Frailty • Elderly patients are at increased risk

of bleeding but also at increase risk of

ischaemic stroke

• OAC use needs careful consideration

and monitoring in “complex” elderly

subjects

• Interdisciplinary assessment is a good

model of care for older subjects with

AF

• These conditions are not

contraindications to DOAC prescription

• Age is not a barrier for DOAC therapy


